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AN ETHICAL CHOICE,  
WHAT WOULD YOU DO?
Mark Salling, PhD GISP

Recent discussion on the URISA Open Forum 

about the GISP who was fired after allegedly 

refusing to change data on a COVID-19 dash-

board web site in Florida provides an oppor-

tunity to discuss the URISA and GISCI Code of 

Ethics. 

Background
This background information is based on 

media reports and the statement of the GISP 

that are known to the author as of June 3, 

2020. The reader is encouraged to search for 

more up-to-date and complete information.

According to the Tampa Bay Times 

“…the Florida Department of Health data 

manager lost her role maintaining the state’s 

COVID-19 data when she objected to the 

removal of records.” She was also asked to 

take down the web site she had built and 

then was removed as its operator. She was 

subsequently fired. According to the Miami 

Herald and another news outlet, a field 

in the dashboard was removed showing 

when people first reported coronavirus 

symptoms or positive test results. The 

field was later returned to the dashboard’s 

publicly available database. The Department 

of Health Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS) manager was allegedly first asked to 

change county-level data in support of the 

governor’s plans for reopening the state.

According to the Florida Today in a May 

24, 2020 story, the GIS professional provided 

screenshots of emails and messages which 

showed she was distressed by the incident 

when it happened and wanted to quit her job 

because of it. A chain of instructions clearly 

instructed her to not just revoke access to 

certain data, but to take down the whole 

site because it provided access to the data. 

A Department of Health administrator is 

quoted as saying in one email: “This whole 

site needs to come down. It literally has 

all the data files.” Florida Today said that 

authenticity of these communication records 

could not immediately be verified. More 

recent news accounts of the situation have 

not been found at this writing. She also 

claims that she was “…asked to massage the 

data for specific rural counties so that they 

met the statistical criteria to re-open”.

The Florida Governor’s office issued a 

statement that said the employee was fired 

because she “…exhibited a repeated course 

of insubordination ... including her unilateral 

decisions to modify the Department’s 

COVID-19 dashboard without input or 

approval from the epidemiological team or 

her supervisors.”1

News accounts are available below. 

You are encouraged to read these and other 

accounts. 

• https://floridahealthcovid19.gov/

• https://experience.arcgis.com/

1  “DeSantis says dismissal of COVID-19 data 

chief a ‘non-issue’ though emails say other-

wise”, reporter Alessandro Marazzi Sassoon, 

Florida Today, May 20, 2020. [ https://www.

floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/20/de-

santis-says-firing-florida-covid-19-data-chief-

non-issue/5224739002/ ]

continued on page 2

https://floridahealthcovid19.gov/
https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/96dd742462124fa0b38ddedb9b25e429
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/20/desantis-says-firing-florida-covid-19-data-chief-non-issue/5224739002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/20/desantis-says-firing-florida-covid-19-data-chief-non-issue/5224739002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/20/desantis-says-firing-florida-covid-19-data-chief-non-issue/5224739002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/20/desantis-says-firing-florida-covid-19-data-chief-non-issue/5224739002/
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An Ethical Choice continued from page 1 

continued on page 3

experience/96dd742462124fa0b38ddedb9b25e429

• https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/29/fired-

scientist-rebekah-jones-florida-coronavirus-dashboard-debate-

department-health/5279224002/

• https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/23/rebekah-

jones-fired-florida-health-department-scientist-covid-19-data-

interference/5249295002/

The data manager has posted her own account at https://

geojones.org/2020/05/22/public-statement/.

What Does the Code of Ethics Say?
GIS professionals sometimes must call on the GIS Code of Ethics to 

make difficult decisions. Can the Code’s assertions about the GIS 

professional’s responsibilities to employers, the community, and 

the profession be helpful in thinking through what she should have 

done or what you would do in similar circumstances? For this discus-

sion we take no position on fault in the controversy. Instead, we take 

the opportunity to ask the reader to think deeply about the lessons 

that can be drawn.

The URISA and GISCI Code of Ethics are one-and-the-same. 

They speak to Obligations to Society, Obligations to Employers 

and Funders, Obligations to Colleagues and the Profession, and 

Obligations to Individuals in Society. Please refer to them at https://

www.urisa.org/about-us/gis-code-of-ethics/.

For the situation in Florida I think there are several code 

statements with particular relevance.

Obligations to Society
• Be objective, use due care, and make full use of education 

and skills. 
Did the GIS professional show herself to be objective by 

including the date of infection in the dashboard? It seems 

unquestionable that she was using her education and skills in 

creating the dashboard. Other GIS professionals are helping 

with the COVID-19 response with dashboards for other 

states and some local agencies. In her own statement she 

says: “I used skills learned through my bachelor’s, master’s 

and doctoral studies in climate science, geospatial science 

and communications to take raw data, analyze it, prepare 

and format it, and publish it for our residents in an easy to 

understand and authoritative web resource.”

• Practice integrity and not be unduly swayed by the 
demands of others. 
Did the GIS professional do the right thing when she resisted 

making changes to the dashboard that were demanded by her 

supervisor?

• Provide full, clear, and accurate information. 
If you believe her and the media reports one would conclude 

that the GIS professional was trying to provide as much 

useful information in a clear and accurate manner as possible. 

Certainly, the date of infection is a critical piece of information 

for the public and for researchers looking into the spread and 

contagiousness of COVID-19. It also can inform how effective 

responses by government and other agencies were to the 

pandemic. Some persons cited in the media accuse the state of 

trying to hide that data to ward off criticism. 

• Be aware of consequences, good and bad. 
Were there bad consequences in the GIS professional’s work 

for the agency or the public? The inclusion of the date of 

infection does not seem to have any negative consequences 

for the public. Note that all the data in the COVID-19 dashboard 

being displayed had no confidential data about the individuals 

involved. 

• Strive to do what is right, not just what is legal. 
Did the GIS professional try to do what was right in her 

judgment? “Doing what is right” is subjective and we all must 

make those decisions. The GIS professional in this case makes 

a case for herself that her motives were to help the public and 

researchers deal better with COVID-19. In do that she disobeyed 

her employer (see discussion below). So far, no one has accused 

the GIS professional of anything illegal. 

• Make data and findings widely available. 
Clearly, the GIS professional, in creating the publicly accessible 

data dashboard, was trying to make that data widely available.

• Strive for broad citizen involvement in problem definition, 
data identification, analysis, and decision-making. 
We don’t know of any citizen involvement in this case, but it 

can be argued that by making the data available publicly, the 

GIS professional was trying to enable others to define issues, 

undertake analysis, and make more informed decisions.

• Call attention to the unprofessional work of others. First 
take concerns to those persons; if satisfaction is not gained 
and the problems warrant, then additional people and 
organizations should be notified. 
This responsibility is one of the most contentious issues in the 

matter. Did the GIS professional talk to the press before trying 

to resolve the issue internally? She claims that she “…objected 

to repeated requests (by her supervisor) to manually alter, 

hide and delete public data.” She also claims that, “Once they 

realized how much of a mistake it was to intentionally hide 

and delete data, they asked me to put it back up, and I did so 

immediately, without any data being altered or changed in 

any way.” Further, she claims she has not “…done any public 

interviews, never intended to speak publicly with any members 

of the press, and this is my first public statement since being 

thrust into the national news by no choice of my own”. The fact 

that the date of infection was apparently restored after media 

attention to the issue suggests that the GIS professional’s reach 

to the media was effective.

 

Obligations to Employers and Funders
• Hold information confidential unless authorized to release it.  

Apparently, the GIS professional built and disseminated the 

data dashboard without prior authorization. The Florida 

Governor’s office said she made “… unilateral decisions to 

modify the Department’s COVID-19 dashboard without input 

or approval from the epidemiological team or her supervisors.” 

It is not clear that her job description and responsibilities 

https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/96dd742462124fa0b38ddedb9b25e429
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/29/fired-scientist-rebekah-jones-florida-coronavirus-dashboard-debate-department-health/5279224002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/29/fired-scientist-rebekah-jones-florida-coronavirus-dashboard-debate-department-health/5279224002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/29/fired-scientist-rebekah-jones-florida-coronavirus-dashboard-debate-department-health/5279224002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/23/rebekah-jones-fired-florida-health-department-scientist-covid-19-data-interference/5249295002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/23/rebekah-jones-fired-florida-health-department-scientist-covid-19-data-interference/5249295002/
https://www.floridatoday.com/story/news/2020/05/23/rebekah-jones-fired-florida-health-department-scientist-covid-19-data-interference/5249295002/
https://geojones.org/2020/05/22/public-statement/
https://geojones.org/2020/05/22/public-statement/
https://www.urisa.org/about-us/gis-code-of-ethics/
https://www.urisa.org/about-us/gis-code-of-ethics/
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An Ethical Choice continued from page 2

required that input or approval (at least until the controversy 

arose). Was she performing her responsibilities as she and 

her employer intended before the agency allegedly asked 

her to alter data or remove the dashboard? The dashboard 

project was subsequently taken away from her responsibilities, 

though it is still in operation (at this writing). No personally 

confidential data is included, so the identification of the data 

as “confidential” would only be relevant in terms of whether 

the health department considered the data contained in the 

dashboard to be confidential to the agency. Should the agency 

withhold the data from the public it might indicate a lack of 

public transparency and would likely be challenged by the 

media and others.

• Avoid all conflicts of interest with clients and employers 
if possible, but when they are unavoidable, disclose that 
conflict. 
Did the GIS professional try to avoid conflicts with her 

employer? The Florida Governor’s office said she “…exhibited 

a repeated course of insubordination…”. Based on current 

reports, no documentation of that charge has been offered 

by the state. Apparently, after attempting to convince the 

agency to allow her to post the data as she saw necessary and 

appropriate, she was taken off the project and asked to resign; 

declining that, she was fired. It is unclear to the author whether 

and when she may have gone to the press with an accusation 

about the agency, though she claims she has not 

• Accept decisions of employers and clients, unless they are 
illegal or unethical. 
The GIS professional apparently and ultimately disobeyed here 

employer. She defends that by asserting that “The only directive 

I refused was to manually change data in a misleading way to 

drum up public support of resuming pre-pandemic level of 

activities without a science- based assessment of each county’s 

respective risk or readiness to do so.” Apparently, she deemed 

the directives to her to be unethical.

 

Is there a Conclusion to be Drawn?
At this time, we don’t know for sure the reason the GIS professional 

was told to remove or change data, only her and others’ accusations 

that it was political. Was she insubordinate in not obeying, and if so 

was that insubordination ethical and the right thing to do?

There are several components of the GIS professional Code of 

Ethics that apply to one degree or another in this case. A few of them 

pose possible conflict. Is her and our obligation to society and the 

profession more important than to the employer when in conflict? 

These are tough questions for most of us. 

This particular GIS Professional made a tough choice. Again, 

in her own words, “I did what any scientist would when asked to 

do something wrong – I said no and I made clear that I would not 

participate in any research or activity using misleading data that 

could get people sick or worse.” 

What would you have done? What will you do if faced with similar 

choices?

Join the conversation, discuss situations hypothetical or 
real within the Ethics & GIS Community in URISA 
Connect. 

We help you put
GIS to work!

gistraining@kingcounty.gov

www.kingcounty.gov/gis/training

King County GIS Custom 
Classes Created and taught 
by working GIS professionals.

GIS Academy™ at King 
County, “Beyond the Basics.”

Expert ArcGIS® Training
Our teachers are Esri Certi�ed 
Desktop Associates and 
CompTIA Certi�ed Technical 
Trainers.

URISA’s Paci�c 
NW Education 
Center

GIS Certi�cation 
Institute Quali�ed
Earn GISCI points.

Veteran’s GI Bill Bene�ts 
Selected programs of study at 
the King County GIS Center are 
approved for those eligible to 
receive bene�ts under Title 38 
and Title 10, USC.

GIS training for federal, state, 
local, and tribal government 
employees in partnership with 
the Washington State 
Department of Enterprise 
Services.

Professional GIS Training
in our Seattle facility or at your site

GIS TRAINING EXPRESS™

URISA Podcasts
Recent URISA Podcasts you may have 

missed (in partnership with Directions 

Magazine):

• Young GIS Professionals’ Perspectives on Professional 

Organizations 

• How do you stay up to date and deal with software or 

workflow changes? 

• What You Need to Know about GISP Certification - 

Requirements, Benefits and Study Tips

• Dealing with Transitions in Your Geospatial Career

• Mentoring - Advantages and Challenges

•  What›s Next for GIS Professionals after the 2020 Census?

• Just added  Why should you take a closer look into Open 

Source GIS?

https://connect.urisa.org/home
https://connect.urisa.org/home
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/7853
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/7853
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/8160
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/8160
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/8411
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/8411
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/9047
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/9365
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/9624
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/9819
https://www.directionsmag.com/article/9819
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URISA Statement Regarding Recent 
Events in Florida

and prevented a certified GIS professional from following the Code 

of Ethics6 that guides all GIS professionals working in government, 

non-profit and private sector positions.

The URISA Code of Ethics7 is identical to the one that GISPs 

agree to when they earn their certification. The GIS Code of Ethics is 

similar to those of other professional and scientific ethics codes. The 

Code guides GIS professionals as they make decisions on collection, 

analysis, and presentation of data, whether through reports, maps or 

online systems.

The GIS Code of Ethics first states to “Do the Best Work 

Possible” by being objective and using due care. It says to practice 

with integrity and not to be unduly swayed by the demands of 

others. Provide full, clear and accurate information. Be aware of 

consequences both good and bad. Finally, strive to do what is right, 

not just what is legal.

The GIS Code of Ethics says to make data and findings widely 

available, striving for broad citizen involvement, and to speak out 

about emerging issues. GIS professionals should also call attention 

to the unprofessional work of others.

Finally, GIS professionals are required to deliver quality work 

and have a professional relationship with those they work for and 

with, which may involve accepting the decisions of employers 

and clients, unless they are illegal or unethical. They are honest in 

representations and strive to resolve differences. GIS professionals 

work respectfully and capably with others in GIS and other 

disciplines.

The GIS Code of Ethics includes more, but this is the heart of 

the ethical standards that URISA members and all GISPs follow. 

While endeavoring to follow these guidelines, situations may arise 

that make choosing the right course to follow difficult, and the GIS 

professional may need to emphasize some guidelines over others. 

What is important is to strive to do the right thing.

The situation in Florida has highlighted this dilemma. Published 

reports demonstrate that Ms. Jones was under extreme pressure to 

ignore her Code of Ethics. URISA will always support its members 

and all GISPs who follow the GIS Code of Ethics which in this case 

were indeed being followed.

Approved by the URISA Board of Directors on June 19, 2020

6  Ibid. A GIS Code of Ethics, https://www.gisci.org/Ethics/CodeofEthics.

aspx (Accessed June 2020)

7  URISA International, GIS Code of Ethics, https://www.urisa.org/about-us/

gis-code-of-ethics/ (Accessed June 2020)

June 19, 2020
Alongside citizens of Florida and the nation, URISA1 members 

watched the unfolding situation concerning the Department of 

Health’s COVID-19 Dashboard that had been lauded in an April 20, 

2020 online article2 by Esri, creator of the GIS software used to build 

the dashboard, and by Dr. Deborah Birx, White House Coronavirus 

Response Coordinator, in an April 19, 2020 CBS Face the Nation inter-

view3. Dr. Birx specifically mentioned that she was “… trying to really 

drive Americans to a website [Florida COVID-19 Dashboard] that I 

think is really quite extraordinary.” Dr. Birx further stated that the 

dashboard provided the “… kind of knowledge and power we need 

to put into the hands of [the] American people so that they can see 

where the virus is, where the cases are and make decisions.”

According to published reports in the media, it was shortly 

after this recognition that troublesome changes to the dashboard 

were requested by state officials. Specifically, it was reported4 that 

Rebekah Jones, creator of the dashboard and a GIS Professional 

(GISP)5, was asked to make a series of changes that diminished its 

accuracy and obscured some data. While voicing her objections to 

the initial change requests before complying, Ms. Jones ultimately 

refused additional changes that would have included false data.

While all the facts have yet to be made public, we are 

concerned that the actions taken potentially put the public at risk 

1  The Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) is 

a 53 year old nonprofit association that provides education and training, 

a vibrant and connected community, advocacy for geospatial challenges 

and issues, and essential resources for GIS professionals throughout their 

careers. https://www.urisa.org/

2  Geraghty, Este MD, MS, MPH, GISP and Ryan Lanclos COVID-19: Ded-

icated Scientist in Florida Made Quick Moves to Map the Disease; 

https://www.esri.com/about/newsroom/blog/scientist-maps-flori-

da-covid19-cases/ (Accessed June 2020)

3  CBS Face the Nation April 19, 2020 Transcript; https://www.cbsnews.com/

news/full-transcript-of-face-the-nation-on-april-19-2020/ (Accessed June 

2020)

4  Florida scientist was fired for ‘refusing to manipulate’ COVID-19 data, she 

said, May 19, 2020, Florida Today https://www.floridatoday.com/story/

news/2020/05/19/florida-scientist-refused-manipulate-covid-19-da-

ta-and-fired/5219137002/; Florida COVID-19 dashboard manager raises 

red flags about accuracy of state data after being fired, May 19, 2020, 

WFLA News Channel 8 https://www.wfla.com/news/florida/floridas-coro-

navirus-data-questioned-after-removal-of-woman-who-designed-dash-

board/ (Accessed June 2020)

5  GIS Certification Institute of which URISA is a founding member; https://

www.gisci.org/ (Accessed June 2020)

https://www.urisa.org/about-us/gis-code-of-ethics/
https://www.urisa.org/about-us/gis-code-of-ethics/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/full-transcript-of-face-the-nation-on-april-19-2020/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/full-transcript-of-face-the-nation-on-april-19-2020/
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Redefining Resilience in the Face of 
a Global Health Crisis
Bandana Kar, Ph.D.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
In the face of the high death tolls and major economic threats asso-

ciated with the current COVID-19 pandemic, this global event rep-

resents a crucial time to reassess and possibly redefine resilience. 

Resilience is not a new term or specific to one discipline. The 

United Nation defines resilience as the ability of a system, community 

or society exposed to hazards to resist, absorb, accommodate to and 

recover from the effects of a hazard in a timely and efficient manner, 

including through the preservation and restoration of its essential 

basic structures and functions. As the UN set this definition as the 

central component of its disaster reduction initiative, resilience has 

been widely adapted at various scales – from local to global – to 

assess and activate risk reduction strategies. However, in addition 

to providing scant description of each concept identified, this UN 

definition gives minimal instruction on what aspects of a community 

or society should recover to make it resilient. Essentially, resilience 

has become a vague term with ambiguous meaning, subject to 

interpretation and implementation. 

Due to the spatiotemporal nature of resilience, the URISA 
Community Resilience Task Force defines resilience as “the ability to 

effectively incorporate geospatial technologies and data to reduce 

the impacts of natural disasters and proposes a holistic approach 

that includes, but is not limited to, local knowledge about risks, 

vulnerabilities and impacts; social networks; transportation and 

utility infrastructures; public health risks and services; governance 

procedures for addressing a crisis; economic investments; and 

preparedness.” This definition of resilience accounts for the 

following integral dimensions required for a resilient community: 

social, economic, ecological, health (physical and psychological), 

infrastructure and political. 

As the evolving impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic expose the 

vulnerability of the UN’s current resilience definition, the URISA task 

force definition accounts for the health components of the crisis 

that have impacts on the economic resilience of our communities. 

Considering this new definition, we researchers and professionals 

need to identify best practices for assessing current resilience 

and preparing for future resilience of our society by taking into 

consideration the foundational aspects of Geographic Information 

Science, such as scaling and reproducibility in the context of 

geospatial datasets and technologies, which are crucial to assessing 

resilience and implementing resilience initiatives. 

Understanding Scale
The global pandemic requires every country to implement policies 

that will protect its borders, populace and economy. Thus far, de-

pending on the severity and timing of the outbreak, each country 

has chosen a unique combination of strategies. For example, in 

the United States federal government took a more hands-off ap-

proach by allowing states and densely populated municipal areas 

to adopt their own rules and standards for quarantining and shel-

tering-in-place. Evidently, though the crisis has a global footprint, 

the containment of its health impacts and spreading requires imple-

mentation of policies at a local scale. Contrary to this approach, eco-

nomic impacts of this pandemic have been widespread and require 

national-scale policy implementation. 

Unlike policies implemented to prevent contagion and revive 

the economy, analytics and models needed to forecast disease 

spreading based on mobility, network connectivity, resource 

availability and allocation require granular implementation. For 

instance, spatiotemporal models used to forecast disease hotspots 

cannot be implemented at a county scale, because the population 

density centroid of a county does not appropriately show that every 

individual is susceptible to infection. Thus, such an analysis needs 

to be modeled at an individual level. Likewise, resource allocation 

models need to be deployed at the local community level (i.e., the 

census block level) to provide a clear picture of resource supply 

and demand at the local level to account for the dynamic nature of 

disease spread and resource needs on a daily basis. 

Another aspect of this scale discussion should focus on the 

definition of space versus place. The virtual space connected 

through 5G networks has enabled the socio-political systems to 

stay connected during this pandemic. The lack of connectivity and 

mobility in physical space has diminished economic transactions, 

thereby reducing the economic resilience of local communities, 

countries, continents and the entire globe. As opposed to 

space, place refers to a location that has a meaning for a specific 

community. Thus, researchers, decision makers and other 

stakeholders need to acknowledge that while policies pertaining 

to resource allocation and supply-demand should be deployed 

at a place level, economic revival policies need to be deployed at 

physical and virtual spaces and regional level. 

 

Ensuring Reproducibility and Replicability
In recent years, the terms Reproducibility and replicability have 

been at the forefront of scientific research. According to the National 

Academy of Sciences, Reproducibility means obtaining consistent 

computational results using the same input data, computational steps, 

methods, code, and conditions of analysis. Replicability means obtain-

ing consistent results across studies aimed at answering the same scien-

tific question, each of which has obtained its own data. The following 

https://www.urisa.org/communityresilience
https://www.urisa.org/communityresilience
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two issues contribute to the lack of reproducibility and replicability 

of resilience research, which is a major concern during the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

• The vague definition of resilience itself makes it impossible to 

identify the parameters needed to assess resilience and account 

for its dynamic nature across space and time. 

• The scale of the data being used as well as the quality and 

sources of data contribute to this issue. 

Several models have been developed along with static 

and dynamic maps to visualize the spread and impact of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. Because some of these models and maps 

have been created without input from both geospatial and health 

professionals, they have the potential not to be reproducible or 

replicable during other pandemic events to be used for resilience 

assessment and strategies. While geospatial professionals 

sometimes do not understand the health concerns, health 

professionals may, in some instances, not have the full picture of 

the models and analytics as well as data sets used to create the 

products. In addition to the issue of scaling and lack of clarity about 

resilience, because a lot of uncertainties exist about the Covid-19 in 

terms of its economic, environmental, health impacts, it is essential 

for the domain experts to work together to develop models and 

tools using geospatial data sets for public health purposes that can 

be reproduced and replicated. 

Enabling Communication
In a crisis it is essential to proactively develop and promptly share 

appropriately detailed information about the crisis to include its 

impacts, solutions to reduce the impacts, and available resources for 

the community at risk. Clear and appropriate communication paves 

the road to community resilience by taking strategic actions to miti-

gate the impacts. 

As seen with the COVID-19 response so far, scientific 

information provided by the health experts have been crucial in 

implementing measures like social distancing to reduce the spread 

of the disease and prepare the communities across the US for the 

long term impacts of this pandemic. From the various strategies 

deployed at different spatial scales (city, county, state) and sectors, 

it is clear that communication is essential to enabling community 

resilience.

Enhancing Decision Making
If resilience can only be achieved by including all interactive and 

dependent components of a community, one should expect an 

all-inclusive decision-making process in which all domain experts 

will interact and coordinate activities to build resilience. In the 

US, the decision-making process during the COVID-19 pandemic 

is fragmented. Because of the novelty of the corona virus and its 

widespread impact with a larger footprint, mitigation and response 

phases are at the forefront. Moving forward it is essential for deci-

sion makers and domain experts to more effectively work together 

to have a preparedness and recovery plan that will help with eco-

nomic recovery and long term resilience to other disasters that the 

country is facing and will face. 

Are you on social media? URISA is  
(except for Instagram… does anyone want to volunteer to take that on?)

  Join our Facebook Group & Like/Follow the URISA Page

 Join our LinkedIn Group & Follow the URISA Page

 Follow URISA on Twitter

URISA’s GISCorps:
  Join the Facebook Group & Like/Follow the URISA GISCorps 

Page

 Follow the GISCorps LinkedIn Page

 Follow GISCorps on Twitter

URISA’s Vanguard Cabinet:
  Join the Facebook Group & Like/Follow the URISA Vanguard 

Cabinet Page

 Follow the VC LinkedIn Page

 Follow the Vanguard Cabinet on Twitter

And there are tons of URISA Chapters on Social Media. We’ll start a laundry list soon, but if you search for “URISA” in any of the platforms, 

chapter accounts pop up.

continued on page 7

https://www.facebook.com/groups/5860353169/
https://www.facebook.com/URISA.International/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/44674/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/urisa-international/
https://twitter.com/urisa
https://www.facebook.com/groups/giscorps/
https://www.facebook.com/GISCorps
https://www.facebook.com/GISCorps
https://www.linkedin.com/company/urisas-giscorps/
https://twitter.com/GISCorps
https://www.facebook.com/urisa.vc
https://www.facebook.com/vanguardcabinet/
https://www.facebook.com/vanguardcabinet/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/urisa-vc/
https://twitter.com/urisavc
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Take Home Message
Resilience of a community should be comprehensive and inclusive of 

the natural and human systems, political and economic dimensions, 

physical and mental health of the populace, technical and infrastruc-

ture systems that connect communities both virtually and physically. 

A major lesson to learn from this pandemic is that resilience 

cannot be a vague term adapted according to a problem without 

accounting for the scales at which actions should be taken to build 

resilience or identifying datasets to measure resilience across the 

dimensions identified in the resilience definition. For instance, 

population density centroids are good representations of hotspots 

susceptible to the spreading of COVID-19 in urban areas and can be 

used to model resource allocation. In the case of rural counties as 

well as from a disease spread modeling perspective, individual level 

data is needed for accurate representation of contagion. Likewise, 

population density centroid data and modeling is useful for 

response, but not for testing site location or treatment. 

Geospatial data sets are essential to understand the spatial 

and temporal variability of COVID-19 spreading and impacts as well 

as for other natural disasters. It is, therefore, crucial for geospatial 

and other professionals involved in resilience building efforts to 

consider the aspects of scale in: data availability and modeling; 

analysis; and decision-making. Having access to individual level 

data or data at finer resolution is essential for model accuracy as 

well as for strategic emergency planning. For instance, individual 

level information, such as cell phone data and cell phones can be 

used for contact tracing during COVID-19 and building footprint 

data can be and are used for damage assessment and risk financing 

in case of disasters such as flood, hurricanes, earthquakes. Use of 

such fine resolution data is a concern for location privacy violation. 

Although techniques like differential privacy are used to add noise 

to such data sets and diminish the accuracy of precise location 

information, machine learning approaches are available to reverse 

engineer the precise location. Resilience-building best practices, 

therefore, require an understanding that not all data and models 

can be reproduced and replicated. These deficiencies can be due 

to one or more of the following shortcomings: a lack of quality 

data, the heterogenous nature of data sets with varying scale, and/

or a lack of understanding of the problem or the parameters to 

portray the problem. In some instances, it can be due to the need to 

protect privacy of the impacted individuals by injecting noise in the 

datasets or aggregating the data to a coarser resolution or scale. This 

understanding and acknowledgement of issues will help generate 

data, maps and other visual products with significant metadata 

and documentation about potential errors and uncertainties 

such that they can be replicated across space and time to aid with 

decision-making. Last, but not least, decision making activities 

should account for a new definition of resilience that is inclusive and 

accounts for the geospatial nature of resilience so that the pertinent 

information can be communicated to a variety of stakeholders in a 

timely manner. 

Dr. Bandana Kar is a R & D Staff in the National Security Sciences 

Directorate at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). She was an As-

sociate Professor in the Department of Geography and Geology at the 

University of Southern Mississippi before joining ORNL. She has a Ph.D. 

in geography with focus in GIScience from University of South Carolina 

at Columbia. Her research addresses problems in science, technology 

and policy with a special focus on energy and transportation infrastruc-

ture and community resilience, risk analysis and communication. She 

received the Emerging Scholar Award in 2019 from the American Asso-

ciation of Geographers’ Regional Development and Planning Specialty 

Group) and was a fellow of the National Science Foundation’s Enabling 

the Next Generation of Hazards and Disasters Researchers Fellowship 

Program in 2009. She is a co-editor of the book Risk Communication and 

Community Resilience and a founder of the Advances in Resilient and 

Intelligent Cities (ARIC) workshop organized within the ACM-SIGAPTIAL 

since 2018. She is the chair of the Technical Division Directors’ Council of 

the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing and 

the Geographic Information Science and Systems specialty group of the 

American Association of Geographers, and an Associate Editor/Social 

and Behavioral Science Editor for the IEEE Natural Hazards Review. She 

has been funded by the National Science Foundation, Department of 

Homeland Security, Department of Energy, NASA.

Redefining continued from page 7

Support the URISA Dr. Marilyn O’Hara Ruiz Young Professional Scholarship Fund 

Dr. Ruiz was passionate about her role as a mentor of graduate education at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign. This scholarship supports young professional participation in the annual GIS-Pro Conference, 

fostering their professional connections and educational development. Contributions are tax deductible as 

charitable donations. Donate today!
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In this edition of the Committee Column we focus on the Exempla-
ry Systems in Government (ESIG) Awards Committee.

The Exemplary Systems in Government (ESIG) awards were 

inaugurated in 1980 by URISA to recognize outstanding achievement 

by government agencies in the use of geospatial information 

technology – with the first awards being presented in 1981. This 

exemplary achievement is defined as the effective application of 

computer technologies and geospatial data that can be measured 

in terms of improved government service delivery and increased 

benefits to citizens. The award competition is international in nature 

and open to all public agencies at the federal, state/provincial, 

regional and local levels.

The ESIG awards have gained considerable prestige over 

the past four decades and there is always substantial publicity 

surrounding the winning systems, both by URISA and the 

nominating jurisdictions concerned. In many cases, the awards have 

enabled additional budget support to be provided for the systems, 

as well as in-house acknowledgment and acceptance of their 

excellence.

The nominated systems may be in any application area 

for which the jurisdiction has responsibility. Major areas of 

interest include emergency response, public safety, finance and 

administration, physical and economic development, human 

services, planning and zoning, health, education, public works and 

transportation.

The annual call for ESIG nominations is made by URISA early 

each year with applications due mid-year and award winners 

announced in conjunction with the annual GIS-Pro conference 

later in the year. Nominations are made in one of two categories: 

Enterprise Systems which are used by multiple agencies and Single 

Process Systems which are used by one agency. Nominations are 

required to address the award criteria of system design; system 

implementation; organizational impact and use of resources to 

create the system. 

The number of nominations received varies from 10 to 50 

each year, and 28 nominations were received in 2019. To handle 

the assessment tasks, an ESIG Awards Committee is formed each 

year and typically consists of about 10 to 20 people, with one 

person serving as the chair. In 2019 there were 15 people serving 

on the committee. The committee members are all volunteers and 

include both URISA members and non-members. Most committee 

members serve repeatedly year after year and the current Chair has 

served on the committee for the past 24 years. Calls for committee 

membership are made annually by URISA and volunteers are 

most welcome as they help lessen the committee workload. The 

administrative tasks are shared between the URISA Executive 

Director, Wendy Nelson, and the committee chair.

Immediately following the closing date for ESIG nominations, 

the assessment takes place in two stages over the next two months. 

In Round 1, each nomination is assessed independently by at least 

five or six different reviewers, which gives a very strong indication of 

the merits of each system. The nominations are awarded a score out 

of 50 by each reviewer using a scoring system based on the award 

criteria listed above. 

The very best systems will normally achieve an average score of 

at least 40 out of 50 and these progress to Round 2 of the assessment 

process. Each Round 2 nomination is assessed by at least another 

three independent reviewers and again scored out of 50 by each 

person. By the end of the process, all Round 2 nominations will 

have been reviewed by a minimum of eight or nine committee 

members and an average score from all the reviewers is calculated 

to determine the winning system in each category and any close 

‘runner-up’ systems. Occasionally, reviewers will recognize that 

one of the systems they have been assigned to assess is known to 

them, and in such cases a potential conflict of interest is avoided by 

ensuring they do not judge any system in that particular category.

The committee members are guided in their review tasks 

each year by general procedural comments provided by the 

committee chair as well as comments about scoring. While outliers 

do sometimes occur in the scoring, it is surprising how the very 

best systems are always identified by the reviewers. During both 

Round 1 and Round 2, the scores for each system are not revealed to 

the assessors and it is only at the end of the process that they learn 

which systems are to receive awards.

This column will be a regular feature in the GIS Professional 
and will highlight the various URISA committees.
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Committee Column continued from page 13

There are no working groups or subcommittees and there are no 

regularly scheduled committee meetings. Instead, all correspondence 

and downloading of nominations plus uploading of scores are 

handled using Podio software and SurveyMonkey for ratings.

New committee members are always welcome and the workload 

is not heavy. A reviewer could typically expect to spend about three 

to four hours on their assessment tasks over a two-month period 

each year, and at the same time learn what the very best systems are 

achieving in both North America and overseas. The only requirement 

for reviewers is that they have a strong interest in geospatial 

information systems and applications, and are prepared to give a little 

of their time each year in identifying outstanding systems.

For more information, including applications submitted by 

recent winners along with organization testimonial videos, click here. 

The GIS Leadership Academy 

(formerly the URISA Leadership 

Academy – ULA) has been 

offering a unique educational 

opportunity since 2007. The GIS 

Leadership Academy Commit-

tee produces the GIS Leader-

ship Academy (GLA), an intense, 

week-long learning experience 

designed to provide GIS Pro-

fessionals with the tools and 

tactics to become excellent GIS 

leaders in their organizations 

and in the GIS field. It focuses on GIS leadership and management 

techniques, strategic planning, team development, organizational 

capacity building, program investment and justification, change 

management, and ethics and professional challenges, among other 

topics. The GLA is the only leadership training program of its type, 

tailored to industry leaders and practitioners faced with unique 

challenges of GIS leadership and management who want to make an 

impact leveraging the power of GIS. The GLA has typically been held 

annually at locations around North America and now holds as many 

as 3 sessions a year. 

The GLA Committee typically consists of two Co-Chairs and 

a small group of volunteers. These volunteers, along with a larger 

group of instructors, team-teach throughout the GLA week.  The 

GLA Committee and GLA instructors are all URISA Members. The 

process followed to prepare for the presentation week is always 

similar. A venue and week/date is selected to maximize attendance. 

The Co-Chairs then poll the group of instructors for availability to 

teach, and works with local GIS community to identify a closing 

keynote speaker. The teaching material is reviewed and updated as 

may be needed prior to each GLA session.

All GLA instructors 

must be qualified in their 

topic area, have teaching 

experience, and be GLA 

graduates. The committee 

reviews GLA graduates 

regularly to identify new 

instructors in order to 

grow the teaching pool. 

There are also instructor 

requirements posted online 

here. 

The GLA 

Committee provides a 

representative (Chair or 

other representative) 

to be a member of the 

Professional Educational 

Committee (PEC), and 

that representative 

participates in the 

monthly PEC meetings and the semi-annual professional education 

coordination meetings convened by the PEC. 

There are no formal subcommittees of the GLA Committee, 

but there are working groups that update the content and exercises 

of each of the existing 5 Sessions of the GLA.  In addition, there 

is a work group developing an outline and content for GLA 2.0 

that will focus on key management techniques through hands-on 

exercises. Committee meetings are ad-hoc based on the needs of 

upcoming GLAs and building content for GLA 2.0.  Given the “stay 

at home” nature of the current environment, a special working 

group has been collaborating to develop a “virtual” GLA, which 

will be presented for the first time in August. (Two GLAs have been 

postponed to 2021. One was to take place in Minneapolis in early 

June and the other in Portland, OR in mid-August.)

So if you want to develop your leadership skills, we would 

encourage you to seriously look into attending the GIS Leadership 

Academy. The perspective and network that you will gain from this 

workshop is unprecedented. You will work on leadership exercises 

and network with some of the top up-and-coming GIS specialists, 

managers, and analysts from across the country (sometimes there 

is international participation too) and gain a lifelong network of 

friends for outreach support for years to come. 

For more information on the GIS Leadership Academy, visit this 

webpage. 

In this edition of the Committee Column we focus on the GIS Leadership Academy (GLA) Committee.

URISA GLA Graduates (October 
2019 - Phoenix, Arizona)

URISA GLA Graduates  
(May 2019, Raleigh North Carolina)

URISA GLA Graduates  
(August 2019, Toronto, Ontario)

Two GLAs Postponed to 2021
As many expected... In recognition of the health risks posed by 

the Coronavirus (COVID-19) and decisions by governments and 

businesses to continue to practice social distancing, we have post-

poned this summer’s Minneapolis and Portland offerings of the 

URISA GIS Leadership Academy to next year. The health and safety 

of our attendees and faculty is our top priority.  The St. Petersburg, 

Florida event remains on the schedule for November this year. 

Hopefully, we will be able to meet in person by then.

https://www.urisa.org/awards/exemplary-systems-in-government/
https://www.urisa.org/clientuploads/directory/Documents/Conferences/ULA/URISA_GIS_Leadership_Academy_Instructor_Requirements_-_FINAL.pdf
https://www.urisa.org/education-events/urisa-gis-leadership-academy/
https://www.urisa.org/education-events/urisa-gis-leadership-academy/
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Eye Rolling: Five Ways to Keep the 
Conversation Rolling
Marcia Reynolds, PsyD

“I can handle when they talk back to me,” the HR Director said, “but 

when they roll their eyes, it just gets under my skin.” 

“I know,” said the Training Manager. “I have an intern who does 

amazing work, but when I try to give him some direction, the eye roll 

makes me explain myself far more than I normally would. I feel I have 

to defend myself when I’m just stating a clear expectation.”

“It’s not just the younger employees,” the director added. “I get the 

smirk and sideways glance from one of my most senior specialists. 

If I ask if she disagrees with me, or disapproves of my approach, 

she says, ‘Oh no, I see what you mean’ and acts as if she is the most 

agreeable person around.”

“I think we need to address how eye-rolling impacts our communi-

cations. But I bet they roll their eyes if we suggest it!”

How to react when you notice eye-rolling
Most people emotionally react when someone rolls their eyes. The 

gesture is seen as a non-verbal judgment of your words. If you ask 

about the gesture, eye rollers generally deny they did anything dis-

respectful. 

Whether in a business meeting or an informal conversation, the 

last thing you want to do is angrily respond to eye-rolling. If you stay 

curious instead of defensively reacting, you might find out what is 

underneath the eye roll. This could be your chance to connect by 

showing you care about the person’s opinion.

For example, during a tense discussion, you might be focused 

on making your point heard. You want to influence thinking. Eye-

rolling might indicate you have pressed too hard. You might back off 

and sincerely ask the eye roller to share his or her perspective.

You want the person to surface their anger and frustration, to 

feel safe enough to vent. You need to hear what they think is missing 

or what they feel they aren’t getting in the moment. Even if you 

can’t give them what they want, it is better they feel heard instead of 

ignored.

So, instead of checking out or having a knee-jerk reaction to 

eye-rolling, notice your urge to defend, reprimand, or shut off from 

someone for eye-rolling. Then follow these 5 steps to engage them 

in the conversation.

Encourage eye rollers to express what is on their mind
1. Exhale your stress and recall feelings of respect and care for the 

person as best you can. Shift to wondering why they are resist-

ing what you are offering. Even if you can’t feel good about the 

eye-roller, at least calmly (and genuinely) ask, “Would you please 

tell me what you think I have done or what I’m not hearing from 

you?” Then listen silently, resisting the urge to defend yourself. 

2. Even if it takes prompting, encourage eye-rollers to vent. Venting 

is a way to release frustration. If you accept their words without 

making them wrong, they might feel you care about their point 

of view. In fact, letting people vent not only allows them to 

release their feelings, but you can find what they really want or 

what is causing them to feel the way they do if you listen. Then, 

once they feel heard, they will be more willing to try to under-

stand your point of view.

Flip their resistance into participation
3. Summarize what the person tells you and ask for confirmation. 

Don’t analyze what they say, just share what you hear. Say things 

like, “I think you are saying…”, “I see you are upset because you 

think…”, “I now understand that you think the decision was 

made based on these factors…”. Let people tell you what you 

got right and correct you if you are off. They must feel heard be-

fore the conversation can move forward. 

4. Shift their frustration from blame to desire. Once they feel you 

are listening, ask them what they need to so they feel their ideas 

or contribution is valued. Ask questions like, “What has you most 

frustrated right now?”, “What do you need that you feel you ar-

en’t getting from me or other people?”, “Do you have some ideas 

we can work on together?”, “What would you like to see people 

stop doing, and what would you like to see happen instead?”.

5. Agree on what the desired outcome is. You may not agree now 

on the best way to move forward but if you want the same end 

result, you might find a way to integrate some of their ideas. 

Agree, negotiate, or explain your point of view in light of their 

concerns keeping in mind what they think should happen as an 

end result. If they aren’t ready to provide an answer, ask if you 

can come back to the conversation after giving the situation 

some thought.

Don’t let eye-rolling get by you. Eye rollers have something on their 

mind. See if you can get them to express their views. Show you value 

their perspective. Integrate their ideas as best you can.

“I discovered something today,” the HR Director said, “Eye rolling 

could be a way of getting my attention, not pushing me away.”

continued on page 11
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“Thanks!” the Training Manager said, “That bit of wisdom could help 

me with my teenager.” 

Vincent Van Gogh said, “Let’s not forget that the little emotions are 

the great captains of our lives, and we obey them without realizing 

it.” Catch your reactions to eye-rolling. It’s your chance to show them 

you care about what they think.

About the Author:

Dr. Marcia Reynolds is an award-winning author and world-renowned 

expert on how leaders inspire change through conversations. She has 

spoken at conferences and taught workshops in 41 countries on leader-

ship and transformational coaching. Global Gurus names her #3 coach 

in the world. Her books include Outsmart Your Brain, The Discomfort 

Zone, and Coach the Person, Not the Problem. Read more at www.Covi-

sioning.com.

URISA GIS Leadership 
Academy: Special Virtual 
Edition for Challenging Times
The demand for GIS leadership training 

is higher than ever. URISA GIS Leadership 

Academy faculty are working hard to optimize 

delivery for instructor-led online GIS leadership 

training. Because the interaction of each cohort 

is so important in the Academy, we are limiting 

attendance at the first virtual GLA to thirty (30) 

individuals. The Virtual URISA GIS Leadership 

Academy will take place during the week of 

August 3-7.  

The curriculum emphasizes best practices 

and skills-based training taught by GIS experts 

committed to preparing others for leadership in 

managing challenges and figuring ways to help 

groups and organizations achieve their goals.  As 

with the in-person program, attendance at the 

GLA earns substantial GISP® Education Points.

The cost of attending the inaugural virtual 

GLA will be 50% of the cost of attending the in-

person event; just $600 for URISA members and 

$800 for nonmembers. Additional details and 

registration are online.

http://www.Covisioning.com
http://www.Covisioning.com
https://www.urisa.org/education-events/urisa-gis-leadership-academy/
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President’s Corner
Keri Brennan, president@urisa.org

Being laid off during a pandemic
I can say with absolute certainty that this was not the topic that I 

thought I would be writing about. But I was laid off from the compa-

ny I had been working for, for the past three years, in mid-May. 

As I look at LinkedIn, Indeed, Glassdoor and all of the other job 

sites, there is a certain optimism in my job search as I am seeing a 

number of positions posted. I am also optimistic about what I have 

been seeing as a trend on LinkedIn for professionals like myself who 

have been adversely affected by the downturn in the economy.

About a week after I was laid off, I posted on LinkedIn and 

Facebook that I had been laid off from my position of the past three 

years. I spoke of how my tenure was filled with opportunities for 

both personal and professional growth and that I was grateful for 

the opportunities afforded me. I also mentioned that I was on the 

market, had volunteer work to do with both URISA and NENA, and 

was looking forward to a new opportunity.

To be honest, I was completely taken aback by the outpouring 

of support for the GIS/geospatial communities and especially 

from my friends and family within URISA. Many people reached 

directly out to me with requests for my resume, calls to other GIS 

professionals and companies asking, on my behalf, if they were 

hiring and in general calls of support. It is humbling to know that 

my membership in URISA has had an impact beyond my wildest 

expectations.

My journey started in 2005 when I became a member and I 

have reaped the benefits of this investment in myself many times 

over the years. During this interesting time in my life, I completely 

understand that this investment was well worth it.

Why am I rather optimistic in these difficult times? Because I 

have had the opportunity to truly take charge of my career, utilizing 

the resources of URISA and beyond to not only take advantage 

of career resources such as the jobs board, but also to actively 

engage with the membership through URISA Connect, the online 

communities that URISA recently started. This is where we can ask 

questions, gain a larger network of peers, look for support, solutions, 

and opportunities. If you have not logged in and joined some of the 

conversations, I would highly recommend it.

Why join a professional organization like URISA? There are some 

obvious and tangible reasons, like the direct benefits you receive, 

including access to discounted or free training, publications and 

access to resources and most importantly, the relationships you 

make by getting involved. You have the ability to participate in 

mentoring programs and either be influenced or influence other 

professionals, especially young professionals.

By joining a professional association, you have the ability to 

grow your network, make connections and ultimately increase your 

value to potential employers. 

John Nolte, an amazing URISA Board Director has been posting 

some very thought provoking articles on LinkedIn, including one 

on investing in yourself. For years, I invested in myself by way of 

my URISA membership. None of my employers have paid for my 

membership over the years. I used it as an itemized tax deduction, 

when that was still possible, and now, I see it investing in myself and 

honestly, I am worth that investment.

I have heard before that members of our community cannot 

afford to make the investment in becoming a URISA member. 

My question is this, will you invest in a $150 pair of running shoes 

because you are planning on running a marathon? We should always 

be investing in ourselves and our careers. 

Becoming involved has enabled me to expand my networks, 

both professionally and personally. Since being laid off from my 

previous position, I have had so many people reach out to me, 

post words of encouragement and send me links to potential new 

positions. None of this would have happened if I had not been an 

engaged member of a professional association and made an effort 

to constantly grow, both personally and professionally.

With so many people reaching out to me, I can say that it 

is humbling to know that I have even had a small impact on the 

geospatial community and that my fellow geospatial professionals 

care so deeply. We are a community of inclusion, and when one 

of us is in a challenging situation, we are never really alone. The 

community rallies behind us.

As for my job prospects? Unfortunately looking for a new 

position during the worst global pandemic and economic downturn 

since the great depression (perhaps even worse), is a challenge. 

However, I am confident that the right position, with the right 

company, that will enable me to engage with clients, co-workers and 

continue to grow, is out there. It is just a matter of connecting the 

dots.

My mother always had a saying that I have adopted as my 

personal motto: “What’s for you won’t go by you”. The downturn in 

the economy, my being laid off and in search of a new position, is all 

part of a bigger plan, somehow. This journey will take me on a path 

that is right. The next great opportunity will not pass me by. If an 

opportunity does pass me by, then it was not the right opportunity 

for me.

mailto:president%40urisa.org?subject=
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Grab your copy of the second edition of The GIS Management Handbook. This is 

a major revision of the 2009 book by author Peter Croswell. The book has greatly 

expanded and updated content and comes with a valuable set of supplemental 

digital materials. It is a valuable resource and tool for practitioners in all types of 

organizations and is suitable for use in upper level college and university courses.

This book is a comprehensive guide and reference to the field of GIS management. 

It provides practical information on the development, implementation, and 

operation of GIS programs and projects—for a full range of public sector, not-for-

profit, and private sector organizations and companies. This book takes a practical 

approach providing clear descriptions of concepts, issues, and practices that may 

be used in operational to improve and maximize the efficiency of GIS programs 

and projects.

The book covers all pertinent topics, including: a) organizational structures, 

b) program governance, c) strategic and implementation planning, d) 

project planning and management, e) funding and financial management, f) 

communications, g) human resources and staff management, h) legal concerns, 

policies, and standards, i) technical management and administration, and j) GIS 

office operations.. A full chapter on additional resources provides an excellent 

guide to GIS and IT organizations, Web sites, and publications, and a well-

organized set of suggested readings.

In addition, those who acquire this book will be given access to a comprehensive 

library of “supplemental digital materials”—actual documents, spreadsheets, 

and graphics that provide real-world examples and tools on topics covered in the 

book.

Price: $175 plus $10 shipping and handling for U.S. mailing addresses; $40 for 

Canada; contact URISA for international orders. Discounts available for bulk orders 

and for college/university faculty and students). Contact URISA for details.

The GIS Management 
Handbook - Second Edition

Who should read this book?
• Current GIS program and 

project managers

• GIS users and technical 
staff who are transitioning 
into a management role or 
are planning to do so

• IT managers and 
support personnel 
with a requirement to 
understand more about 
GIS programs

• Consultants and 
contractors providing 
products and services to 
organizations using GIS

• Academicians and 
students in upper-level 
undergraduate and 
graduate GIS courses and 
certificate programs

 For more information and an online order form, click here.

mailto:info%40urisa.org?subject=
mailto:info%40urisa.org?subject=
https://www.urisa.org/gismanagementhandbook
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Help Keep the COVID-19 Testing 
Data Accurate and Comprehensive

The COVID-19 response offers 

an opportunity for the GIS 

community to come together, 

apply new ideas, and docu-

ment lessons learned. URISA’s 

GISCorps is a prime example of this coming together for a common 

good, matching volunteers with GIS skills to organizations who need 

support. They have responded to hundreds of calls for support for 

nearly 20 years and their collective experiences have been immea-

surable in contributing to the speed of recovery, the quality of deci-

sions and positive impact on people’s lives in trying times.  

Hundreds of URISA GISCorps volunteers have been working 

since March to build a nationwide COVID-19 Testing Sites feature 

service. These volunteers scour the websites of health departments, 

healthcare providers, and cities, counties and states to find and 

verify testing site locations and requirements.

That spatial dataset is accessible to the public 

on FindCOVIDTesting.com as well as on GISCorps’ own Testing Site 

Locator app. It’s available to all levels of government and many 

NGOs on FEMA’s COVID-19 Geospatial Resource Center and to 

anyone—including researchers, journalists, government agencies, 

NGOs, and the public—on the GISCorps COVID-19 Resources open 

data site.

Anyone can filter our data by state, county, or municipality 

and display it in their organization’s Testing Site Locator web app. 

(There’s a Testing Site Locator app ready to go in the Esri Disaster 

Response Program’s COVID-19 Testing Sites solution.) GISCorps has 

also developed an interactive dashboard providing insights into the 

state of COVID-19 testing in the United States and its territories.

Now, as testing expands and resources wear thin, URISA’s 

GISCorps needs your help to keep this nationwide testing site 

location data accurate and comprehensive.

If you are a testing provider or you maintain testing site data for 

a government agency, here’s how you can contribute:

Add a testing site to the map (or update one) using this 

form: https://arcg.is/10S1ib. Volunteers verify each site before making 

its location public.

Submit testing site locations in bulk by filling out a copy of 

this Google Sheet and emailing it to admin@giscorps.org: https://

docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NuTVYoela8e_rXeNlHkE_

IBpDxYcOUnnW_OIGV_kcXc/edit?usp=sharing

If you are a GIS professional, consider joining GISCorps and 

adding and updating the testing sites you manage directly in our 

Volunteer Portal. Email admin@giscorps.org if you’re interested in 

this option.

URISA’s GISCorps volunteers are also validating 

submissions for two other important COVID-19 projects to 

commemorate lost loved ones and stories of recovery.

http://www.giscorps.org/
http://www.giscorps.org/
https://findcovidtesting.com/
https://arcg.is/0C4HyT
https://arcg.is/0C4HyT
https://covid-19-fema.hub.arcgis.com/
https://covid-19-giscorps.hub.arcgis.com/
https://covid-19-giscorps.hub.arcgis.com/
https://solutions.arcgis.com/shared/help/coronavirus-testing-sites/
https://arcg.is/10S1ib
mailto:admin@giscorps.org
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NuTVYoela8e_rXeNlHkE_IBpDxYcOUnnW_OIGV_kcXc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NuTVYoela8e_rXeNlHkE_IBpDxYcOUnnW_OIGV_kcXc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NuTVYoela8e_rXeNlHkE_IBpDxYcOUnnW_OIGV_kcXc/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.giscorps.org/become-a-volunteer/
mailto:admin@giscorps.org
https://www.giscorps.org/covid19-llo-283/
https://www.giscorps.org/covid19-llo-283/
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continued on page 16

BOOK REVIEW
Cartographies of Disease: Map, Mapping and Medicine

Tom Koch, Cartographies of Disease: 

Map, Mapping and Medicine, New 

Expanded Edition, ERSI Press, Red-

lands, California, 2017, xxi, 403 pages, 

$38.93, paperback (priced at Amazon.

com), e-book ISBN 9781589484764, 

$19.99

Since the publication of Tom 

Koch’s Cartographies of Disease 

in 2005, spatial epidemiology 

has expanded into an essential 

multidisciplinary arena of investigation and discourse, bringing 

together practitioners in the fields of public health, epidemiology, 

geography, spatial analysis and GIScience. In this enhanced book, 

Koch provides an updated and expanded edition, retaining most of 

the original content but two new chapters. As many readers may be 

unfamiliar with this book, this review describes the book as a whole, 

and places it in the broader context of the history of cartographic 

approaches to disease mapping and the evolving field of spatial 

epidemiology.

This book focuses on the history of maps and spatial 

presentation of data about human disease. In some ways it is a 

history of cartography, with emphasis on disease mapping, but it 

also illustrates the evolution of spatial perspectives in epidemiology. 

As the author himself states, the first edition helped spawn the 

study of ‘historical spatial epidemiology” (p. xvix). 

There are 14 chapters, with a brief foreword by Denis Wood, and 

introduction by the author. The first chapter provides an overview 

of the history of medical mapping. Koch has organized chapters 

and topics not by cartographic methods or thematic categories, but 

according to the chronology of advancing knowledge of medicine 

and eventually epidemiology. 

The next two chapters survey the use of maps in study 

of human disease prior to 1850. Chapter 2 focuses on selected 

examples of early disease maps from the 17th to early 19th centuries, 

from Western Europe with a few selections from North America. 

Chapter 3 examines examples of disease maps from 1830 to 1849, 

with digressions to discuss the late nineteenth century work of 

Charles Booth as well as Johnston’s 1856 map of the geographical 

distribution of health and disease. This period witnessed increasing 

sophistication in mapping methods, including the use of choropleth 

mapping, along with integration of evolving theories of sanitation 

as a factor in disease prevention into ‘sanitary maps’. As Koch argues, 

the early or ‘classical’ period of medical mapping of disease is best 

viewed in terms of pioneering efforts at applying the scientific 

method to understanding what causes disease in humans and how 

it is transmitted, with maps serving as one tool advancing this work.

The well-known work of John Snow serves as the focus of the 

next three chapters. While this reviewer tires of the oft-told story, 

now the subject of numerous papers and books, it remains a tale to 

spark the imagination of listeners young and old. Does it deserve 

almost 80 pages? Probably not, but Koch does describe Snow’s 

work well and places it in contemporary context. One chapter 

focusing on ‘variations’ contends that most recreations of Snow’s 

maps of cholera cases in the vicinity of the Broad Street pump fail 

to utilize information from the original maps. More useful from the 

perspective of history of epidemiology would be a study of how 

reconsideration of Snow’s work has focused renewed attention 

on ‘place’, the third and most neglected ‘leg’ in the three-legged 

descriptive epidemiologic stool of ‘person, place and time’. Chapter 

7, titled “Mapping legacy”, focuses on disease mapping in the second 

half of the 19th century, mostly with examples of maps of cholera 

outbreaks in various cities and regions around the world.

The next chapter, entitled “Public health: the divorce”, 

provides disease mapping examples from the late 19th and early 

20th centuries. While the partners in the divorce remain unclear, 

the underlying point that the use of mapping as an analytical tool 

or for generalization and hypothesis formation during this period 

is sound, and several map examples from legendary figures in 

early 20th century epidemiology are provided. Chapter 9 focuses 

on the mid-twentieth century notion of disease ecology, tracing 

the evolution of disease atlases from Jacques May to its multiple 

modern manifestations in automated cartography and GIS. This 

chapter would benefit from updating to examine the history of 

interactive and web-based disease atlases. The following chapter 

on “Complex processes: diffusion and structure” focuses a handful 

of examples from infectious disease, followed by a discussion of 

selected methods (e.g. Openshaw’s geographical analysis machine, 

and techniques for surface analysis), concluding with examples 

from the geographical study of the HIV-AIDS epidemic of the late 

twentieth century. It’s hard to say which came first, methods for 

spatial diffusion modeling in human geography generally, or more 

specifically in analysis of infectious disease processes, but suffice 

it to say the latter was highly influential in the development of 

modern spatial analytic methods. Chapter 11 focuses on applications 

of GIS in medical mapping, with a number of examples from 

health care delivery. However, the reader is treated to additional 

reinterpretations of the work of John Snow utilizing GIS tools, 

followed by brief discussions of a series of unrelated topics. This 

https://esripress.esri.com/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=321&moduleID=0
https://esripress.esri.com/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=321&moduleID=0
https://esripress.esri.com/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=321&moduleID=0
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Book Review continued from page 16

chapter would have benefited from a thorough updating given 

more than a decade of advances in the field. Chapter 12, initially 

envisaged as a summative look towards the future, would be better 

placed at the end of the volume, recast to consider how the use of 

GIS, spatial analysis and disease mapping may evolve in the coming 

years.

To his credit, the author added two chapters in this new edition. 

Chapter 13, entitled ‘Plague to Ebola: 1690-2015’, examines the spread 

of several emerging infectious diseases, including West Nile virus in 

the U.S. in the early 2000s and shows how disease spread has been 

depicted in the media and on websites. The final chapter begins 

with a more detailed look at the Ebola outbreak in west Africa, 

moving on to GIS examples of other contemporary disease episodes. 

As mentioned above, the book lacks a concluding perspective on 

where the field has been and what the future might hold.

Koch seems consumed by the John Snow Broad Street Pump 

example, a comparatively minor event in the history of disease 

mapping and one which by his own account was of relatively 

little direct importance, yet he is unable to place it in its proper 

perspective. With the large and growing volume of applications in 

spatial epidemiology and medical geography, there is much from 

which to draw examples of both effective and less useful spatial 

data visualizations. From the promotional materials, a reader 

might expect that a comprehensive, authoritative assessment of 

the historical evolution of the use of maps and map-making in 

medical geography and disease ecology lies within the page of 

Cartographies of Disease. While the monograph falls somewhat 

short of this promise, it does provide a useful introduction to the 

many ways maps and atlases have been used to depict patterns and 

processes of disease and health care delivery. The book is heavily 

illustrated, with quality reproductions of maps and graphics, in 

some instances focusing on details because of scale.

Those new to the field of medical geography, or interested 

in the potential of GIS as a tool in spatial epidemiology, will find 

this monograph a useful introduction. Attractively produced, with 

extensive notes and references, written in easily readable prose, 

the book is reasonably priced and should be of interest to many GIS 

professionals.

Reviewed by: Russell S. Kirby, PhD, MS, College of Public Health, Uni-

versity of South Florida, kirbyr@usf.edu

 

URISA’s Leadership Development Committee recently present-

ed its recommended slate of candidates to the URISA Board of 

Directors. The Board unanimously approved the slate, listed 

below, for its 2020 election. URISA is pleased to present the 

following list of candidates for URISA President-Elect and for 

Directors on the Board.

For President-Elect: Brent Jones, PE, PLS, Global Manager, 

Land Records/Cadastre, Esri, Vienna Virginia

For Board of Directors (to fill 3 positions):
• Kathryn Brewer, GISP, Partner, Spatial Relationships LLC, 

Boston Massachusetts

• Xan Fredericks, GISP, Lidar Coordinator/Associate National 

Map Liaison, US Geological Survey, Saint Petersburg, 

Florida

• Tari Martin, GISP, Director, National & Federal, National 

Alliance for Public Safety GIS (NAPSG) Foundation, 

Washington, DC

URISA Announces Election Slate

• Pravin Mathur, GISP, Clark Nexsen, Virginia Beach, Virginia

• Joseph Sloop, GISP, Geographic Information Officer, Forsyth 

County, Winston-Salem, North Carolina

• Steven J. Steinberg, PhD, GISP, Geographic Information 

Officer, Los Angeles County, Los Angeles, California

The official ballots will be distributed to the entire URISA mem-

bership by the end of June. The deadline for URISA members to 

cast their votes is July 30. To help members decide for whom to 

vote, each candidate will provide a profile of their professional 

experience and a statement about their ideas for URISA’s future.

Those elected will begin their three-year Board terms follow-

ing GIS-Pro 2020.

mailto:kirbyr@usf.edu
https://www.urisa.org/gis-pro
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GIS-Pro 2020 is pivoting to a 

virtual event and is currently 

under construction. Stay tuned 

for details as the planning 

committee curates the program, 

discusses the schedule, and fine-

tunes the details. 

Likely Schedule:

• Week of September 21: virtual 
workshops will be offered

• Week of September 28: 
conference programming

• Week of October 5: virtual 
workshops will be offered 

In the meantime, mark your 
calendar for October 3-6, 2021 
when we will be in Baltimore for 
GIS-Pro 2021.

GIS-Pro 2020 Virtual

GIS-Pro 2021 Mark Your Calendar! • Baltimore, MD • October 3-6, 2021
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BOOK REVIEW
Smarter Government: How to Govern for Results in the Information 
Age

Smarter Government: How to Govern 
for Results in the Information Age 

by Martin O’Malley 

Esri Press, 2019 

Paperback: 332 pages 

ISBN: 9781589485242 (paperback) 

ISBN: 9781589485259 (e-book)

 

Esri Press has released a variety of 

publications on how location analytics 

are used in theory and in practice. 

A recent book by former Maryland 

governor Martin O’Malley titled, Smarter Government: How to Govern 

for Results in the Information Age, does just that by describing 

the role of GIS in driving actionable governance at the city and 

statewide levels. This text is about leadership in government tactics, 

application of GIS for results, and how to make data-driven and 

informed decisions. Each of the fourteen chapters covers a different 

facet of government and effective leadership.

Smarter Government is a detailed overview of how governments 

at any level can transform from the traditional, “that’s the way we’ve 

always done it” method to real-time, adaptable, and collaborative 

workflows that produce positive results faster.

This book reads like a story, but it’s not just a story about 

O’Malley’s rise in government. It’s a story of successes, failures, 

inspirations, and hope. The first chapter introduces a new formula 

for effective governance, focusing on performance management, 

customer service, transparent government, and consistent and 

effective cooperation between stakeholders. 

There are several themes introduced in chapter 1 that are 

reinforced throughout the book, such as the four tenets of 

performance management: 

 1. Timely, accurate information shared by all 

 2. Rapid deployment of resources 

 3. Effective tactics and strategies 

 4. Relentless follow-up and assessment

Similarly, chapter 3 is a thematic chapter that covers 

collaborative leadership and how bringing the right people 

together at the right time produces results. O’Malley introduces in 

this chapter his rules that build on the principles of performance 

management, 1) start and don’t stop, 2) lift up the leaders, and 3) 

lead with real-time awareness.

If chapters one and three introduce the groundwork for what is 

needed in effective government, chapter 2 tells the story of why and 

when it is needed. O’Malley describes the 2001 Howard Street tunnel 

fire, in which a CSX freight train caught fire in the heart of downtown 

Baltimore during his first term as mayor. Without a unified command 

system and accurate and timely situational awareness, disasters 

like this and the attacks on 9/11 prohibited an effective emergency 

response. 

Implementation of these novel performance management 

systems are introduced in chapter 4, where O’Malley pays tribute to 

Jack Maple from the New York City Police Department, who created 

the revolutionary performance management system, CompStat. 

By integrating GIS, data-driven solutions, accountability, and 

accelerating results with frequent roundtables, CompStat led to a 

stark reduction in crime in NYC in the 1990’s that continues today. 

Inspired by the success of CompStat and tired of the, “most 

violent, addicted, and abandoned city in America” label, O’Malley 

brought Jack Maple (and CompStat) to Baltimore, discussed in 

Chapter 5. It’s a success story that led to Baltimore reversing trends 

in crime by reducing the murder rate and cleaning up the open-air 

drug markets. 

Chapter 6 covers the impact of performance management 

systems like CompStat on crime while investigating how it could be 

extrapolated to the rest of government. O’Malley’s administration 

did that by applying the concepts of CompStat to all sectors of the 

Baltimore government into a new system called CitiStat. CitiStat 

was first applied to the solid waste, police, housing, and parks 

departments and then brought to all departments throughout 

O’Malley’s first term as mayor. The impact of CitiStat on Baltimore 

is apparent in this chapter and throughout the remaining chapters, 

demonstrated by reductions in job absenteeism, increased revenues 

and decreased costs, leveling of population decline, and overall just 

making Baltimore safer, cleaner, and better.

Chapter 7 reinforces the repeated O’Malley rule #2: start and 

don’t stop. Following the success of implementing CompStat and 

then CitiStat in Baltimore, O’Malley launched StateStat when he 

became the 61st governor of Maryland. StateStat utilized practices 

that led to success like using GIS to identify targets, setting 

strategic goals, reporting through delivery and dashboards, inter-

organization collaboration, and getting the numbers and results in 

front of the people who need it when they need it.

Chapter 8 describes the current state of the education system 

in the U.S. and in Maryland. Applying strategic goal setting and 

bolstering the leadership were some of the identified elements in 

continued on page 19

https://esripress.esri.com/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=372&moduleID=0
https://esripress.esri.com/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=372&moduleID=0
https://esripress.esri.com/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=372&moduleID=0
https://esripress.esri.com/display/index.cfm?fuseaction=display&websiteID=372&moduleID=0
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NENA to Request Public Comment on Changes to  
NG9-1-1 Address Data Exchange Standard 

By Ed Wells, GISP

Smarter Government continued from page 18

driving college and career readiness, improving test scores, and 

increasing graduation rates at the local and state-level in Maryland. 

Health and wellbeing issues like lead poisoning, drug mortality, 

and infant deaths are covered in chapter 9. With the creation of 

additional Stat initiatives like LeadStat and DrugStat, O’Malley’s 

administration was able to drive down illness and death due to lead 

poisoning and aid in supplying Baltimore with treatment centers to 

counter the opioid epidemic. Chapters 10 and 11 are about the role 

of performance management systems in addressing environmental 

issues like pollution in the Chesapeake Bay and protecting natural 

lands and preserving farmlands. Reducing greenhouse gases, 

increasing renewable energy sources, and moderating energy 

consumption are strategic goals that were set and met using 

programs like StateStat and EmPOWER Maryland which are covered 

in chapter 12.

Chapters 13 and 14 read like concluding remarks about how 

effective certain initiatives like StateStat or CompStat could be if 

they were adopted at the Federal and international levels. They 

might not be called Stat-type systems, but metrics like the Genuine 

Progress Indicator or the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals, have been created by other levels of government to counter 

the biggest issues we face at all levels of geography.

In Smarter Government O’Malley deservedly showcases his 

administration’s performance resume all throughout the book. 

The implementation of CompStat that led to the larger, broader 

CitiStat and StateStat systems has had a positive impact on many 

issues that the Baltimore and Maryland state governments face. 

It has been proven that real-time data and maps, situational 

awareness, effective meetings, open and transparent collaboration, 

and strong and accountable leadership are all qualities that drive 

effective governance. This book shows readers how all of us in this 

Information Age can leverage the tools and tactics readily available 

to us to make the best decisions that lead to actionable results.

Reviewed By: Dave Grolling, MPSGIS, dgrolling@gmail.com

Governor O’Malley was the featured speaker at CalGIS 
in Long Beach in February and is confirmed as a keynote 
speaker at GIS-Pro 2020. You’re in for a treat if you haven’t 
heard him!

In late June or early July, the National Emergency Number Associ-

ation (NENA) will invite public comment on proposed revisions to 

its address data standard, the Civic Location Data Exchange Stan-

dard (CLDXF). LDXF defines how address data is to be structured 

for exchange within NG9-1-1 systems. The comment period will 

likely run for 30-45 days.

If you compile or manage address data, and especially if you 

provide address data to 9-1-1 operations, you will want to review 

this draft standard. Your comments will be important input to the 

CLDXF workgroup. 

The proposed revisions would make one major change to 

CLDXF v1. CLDXFv1 defines landmark names (also called point-

of-interest in many CAD software packages), and five subaddress 

elements (building, floor, unit, room, seat, and “additional 

location information”).

The proposed CLDXFv2 would eliminate the landmark-

subaddress distinction and replace it with a single eleven-

category hierarchy: 

Site, subsite, structure, wing, floor, unit, room, section, row, 

seat, and “additional location information” (a catchall category 

for anything that does not fit in the other ten).

All landmark names and subaddress identifiers would have 

to be placed into one of the eleven categories before they could 

be entered into a CLDXF exchange record.

When NENA posts the invitation for public comment, they 

will provide a link for downloading the standard and posting 

comments. Watch URISA Connect for details.

Ed Wells is a member of the CLDXFv2 Working Group. He was Tech-

nical Editor of the CLDXFv1 Working Group and Co-chair of the 

Address Standard Working Group, which drafted the FGDC address 

data standard. He is Past-President of URISA.

mailto:dgrolling@gmail.com
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Welcome New URISA Members

Elsa Abramov—Nearmap US Inc—New York, NY 

Guthierry Almeida— Vitoria, ES Brazil

Yazeed Al-rashdi—Cleveland State University—Cleveland, OH 

Felix Asare-Bediako—R20 Consulting—Akron, OH 

Michael Benavides—City of Odessa—Odessa, TX 

Michael Blinn—Canton, OH 

Byron Bluehorse—Fairbanks, AK 

Holden Boomershine —Cypress College and CSULB—Huntington Beach, CA 

Amelia Caldwell—Cleveland State University—Cleveland, OH 

Thomas Campbell—Town of Collierville—Collierville, TN 

David Capaz, GISP—Stafford County, Virginia—Stafford, VA 

Shane Carroll—Nearmap US Inc—New York, NY 

Nicholas Case—University of Wyoming—Laramie, WY 

Elizabeth Christenson —Michael Baker International—Lakewood, CO 

Brett Clark —Nearmap US Inc—South Jordan, UT 

Kevin Darragh—Cleveland State University—Rocky River, OH 

Rolihlahla Ferdinand—Sustainable Soul-Utions—West Orange, NJ 

Wayne Fioranelli, GISP—Michael Baker International—Silver Spring, MD 

Alan Foote— Seattle, WA 

Danyelle Frakes-Lewis Santa Fe Springs, CA 

Nick Franchino, GISP—Los Angeles County Dept. of Regional Planning—West Hills, 
CA 

Ran Goldblatt—New Light Technologies Inc—Washington, DC 

Joe Guzi—Stark County Ohio—Akron, OH 

Jeffrey Hamerlinck, GISP—University of Wyoming—Laramie, WY 

Patti Hasselstrom—Cleveland State University—Cleveland, OH 

Austen Hawley—University of Wyoming—Laramie, WY 

Nathan Heick, GISP—Los Angeles County Sanitation Districts—Whittier, CA 

Saeideh Hejazi—Kamloops, BC Canada

Paddington Hodza, GISP—University of Wyoming—Laramie, WY 

Lynsey Ives—San Jose, CA 

Bandana Kar—Oak Ridge National Laboratory—Knoxville, TN 

Alfred Kesler, GISP—Southern Geomatics Services, LLC—Madisonville, LA 

Samuel Krueger, GISP—Los Angeles Department of Water and Power—Los 
Angeles, CA 

Nathan Lebel, GISP—GISinc—Birmingham, AL 

Haley Montgomery—Chesapeake Beach, MD 

Mollie Nugent—Pensacola, FL 

Lisa O’Day—Fairfax, VT 

Oluwatosin Oladipo—Cleveland State University—Cleveland, OH 

Darcie Olexia—Louisiana Department of Health—New Orleans, LA 

Tena Petrovic —Cleveland State University—Lakewood, OH 

Jeffrey Roland, GISP—Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans—New Orleans, 
LA 

Frank Romo—Detroit, MI 

Sarah Rosenthal—Applied Ocean Sciences—Honolulu, HI 

Matthew Rowe, GISP—Stafford County—Fredericksburg, VA 

Molly Schar—National States Geographic Information Council—New Orleans, LA 

Cheryl Scott—Richardson, TX 

David Simon, GISP—Arlington, VA 

Brian Sowa—Nearmap US Inc—New York, NY 

James Stanley—North Carolina State University—Raleigh, NC 

Teet Stumbur—Kentucky State Police—Frankfort, KY 

James Tagliaferro—Baltimore, MD 

Nathan Teut, GISP—Cedar County—Iowa City, IA 

Craig Tiffany—Nearmap US Inc—New York, NY 

Kevin Volz, GISP—EVARI GIS Consulting—San Diego, CA 

Lindsay Walker—Charleston, SC 

Sarah Weidler—University of Wyoming—Laramie, WY 

Marissa Whall—Denver, CO 

Paul Wheelehan—Novato, CA 

Megan White—Oakland, CA 

Cheryl Wilder—Houston, TX 

Amy Wilson—Hood River, OR 

Minkyu Yeom—Cleveland State University—Shaker Hts, OH
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Welcome New  
Educational Partner!

The Wyoming Geographic Infor-

mation Science Center (WyGISC) 

at the University of Wyoming 

is a leader in interdisciplinary 

research, education, and applica-

tions in science, government, and 

business. Building on two decades 

of research experience and tech-

nical expertise, WyGISC is offering 

expanded curricula in Geospatial 

Information Science & Technology (GIST) with on-campus and online 

undergraduate and graduate courses in GIS, remote sensing, and 

Unmanned Aerial Systems (drones). Students from across disciplines 

gain the skills they need to succeed in the fast-growing GIS and re-

mote sensing industries. The University of Wyoming is located in the 

spectacular Northern Rocky Mountains, giving students opportuni-

ties for unique field experiences. 

Our GIST program uses proprietary and open source tools for 

geospatial data science, including ESRI products, Erdas Imagine, 

Pix4D, Python programming, and R, to give our students an 

advantage in the job market. 

We plan to introduce a suite of new undergraduate and 

graduate degrees and certificates in the next year to provide 

traditional students and professionals with a range of options for 

advancing their careers. 

To learn more about WyGISC, go to www.uwyo.edu/wygisc. To learn 

more about our course offerings and programs, go to www.uwyo.
edu/wygisc/academics. 

NEWS

Applications for URISA’s Vanguard Cabinet Invited
URISA is pleased to invite applications for its Vanguard Cabinet.  Cabinet members are 

selected through an application process, reviewed by the Leadership Development Com-

mittee. The application process closes on July 20, 2020. For details and an online submis-

sion form, visit https://www.urisa.org/vanguardcabinet.

URISA’s Vanguard Cabinet Announces the 2020 University Student and Young Professional Digital Competition
URISA’s Vanguard Cabinet is pleased to announce the details for the 2020 University Student and Young Professional Digital Com-

petition.  Eligible participants must be enrolled in a college or university, be a recent graduate (spring or summer 2020), or a young or 

emerging geospatial professional with fewer than five years of experience.

The competition is limited to projects that utilize web and mobile platforms, such as ArcGIS Online, Tableau, Mapbox, or Power BI. Proj-

ects should showcase the visualization functions of these platforms while also demonstrating knowledge and proficiency in spatial an-

alytics, cartographic design, and/or geospatial techniques. Abstract submissions are due on or before July 31, 2020. An overview of the 

competition, requirements, awards and a schedule are detailed online: https://www.urisa.org/vanguardcabinet

http://www.uwyo.edu/wygisc
http://www.uwyo.edu/wygisc/academics
http://www.uwyo.edu/wygisc/academics
https://www.urisa.org/vanguardcabinet
https://www.urisa.org/vanguardcabinet
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PROVIDE 

Mapping for recovery, rescue operations and 

development in underprivileged countries; 

analysis, cartography, app development, 

needs assessments, and technical workshops

RESPOND
Coordinating and mobilizing volunteer 

services to provide humanitarian, recovery 

and disaster relief assistance; hurricanes, 

earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, cyclones

CARE
Over 1500 volunteers, completing 

over 200 missions in 66 countries, 

contributing over 60,000 hours

FUND 

Travel costs for volunteers

Recruitment of volunteers

Technology, communication 

and outreach

Emergency assistance fund 

Your charitable donations today can help us 

continue our mission to assist impoverished 

communities and provide global disaster relief.  

GISCorps, a 501c3 Charitable Organization, 

is funded by donations and volunteers.

Donate online www.giscorps.org

GIS Professionals Volunteering for a better world.

VOLUNTEER
DONATE
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communities and provide global disaster relief.  

GISCorps, a 501c3 Charitable Organization, 

is funded by donations and volunteers.

Donate online www.giscorps.org

GIS Professionals Volunteering for a better world.

VOLUNTEER
DONATE

URISA Platinum Corporate Partners

URISA Gold Corporate Partner

URISA Silver Corporate Partners

URISA Bronze Corporate Partners

https://www.esri.com/en-us/home
http://www.datamarkgis.com/
https://www.nearmap.com/us/en
http://www.cityworks.com/
https://www.cyclomedia.com/language/select
http://www.dtsgis.com/
https://www.clarknexsen.com/expertise/geospatial-information-systems/
http://www.geodecisions.com/
https://newlighttechnologies.com/
https://www.pondco.com/
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URISA Business Partners

URISA Educational Institution Partners

For information about URISA Partnership, please visit: 
http://www.urisa.org/main/join-urisa-as-a-corporate-or-business-partner/ or contact Wendy 

Nelson at URISA Headquarters.

https://connectednation.org/
http://www.es2-inc.com/
http://www.mgpinc.com/
http://www.planningcommunities.com/
https://solv3d.com/
http://www.spatial-relationships.com/
https://www.tomtom.com/en_us/
https://locateitpr.com/
http://www.xsoftinc.com/
https://www.brandman.edu/academic-programs/arts-and-sciences/undergraduate-certificate-gis-use-in-nonprofit-organizations
http://lakelandcc.edu/web/about/geography-geospatial-technology-departments
https://cnr.ncsu.edu/geospatial/academics/programs/
http://library.ucmerced.edu/sparc
https://spatial.usc.edu/
https://uwf.edu/go/gis/
http://uwyo.edu/wygisc 
http://www.urisa.org/main/join-urisa-as-a-corporate-or-business-partner/
http://www.urisa.org/main/join-urisa-as-a-corporate-or-business-partner/
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Federal
US Census Bureau — Washington DC

Tribal
Seneca Nation of Indians — Salamanca NY

State/Provincial
California State Lands Commission — Sacramento CA

Missouri Dept of Conservation — Columbia MO

Regional
Atlanta Regional Commission — Atlanta GA

Great Lakes Community Action Partnership — Fremont OH

Metro — Portland OR

North Texas Tollway Authority — Plano TX

Permian Basin MPO — Midland TX

San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Central District — Fresno CA

Southern California Association of Governments — Los Angeles CA

Texarkana Water Utilities — Texarkana TX

County/Parish
Ada County — Boise ID

Adams County — Brighton CO

Boulder County — Boulder CO

Clackamas County Oregon — Oregon City OR

Clark County — Winchester KY

Clay County — Moorhead MN

Clerk-Recorder-Assessor, Santa Barbara County — Santa Barbara CA

Columbia County Board of Commissioners — Evans GA

County of Grande Prairie — Clairmont AB

County of Maui Dept of Finance Real Property Assessment 

Division — Kahului HI

County of Monterey — Salinas CA

Cuyahoga County — Cleveland OH

Dorchester County — Saint George SC

Forsyth County — Cumming GA

Forsyth County — Winston Salem NC

Hall County — Gainesville GA

Hanover County — Hanover VA

Harris County Appraisal District — Houston TX

Jefferson County - Alabama — Birmingham AL

Lafayette Parish — Lafayette LA

Linn County — Cedar Rapids IA

Los Angeles County — Los Angeles CA

Manatee County Information Technology Dept. — Bradenton FL

Matanuska-Susitna Borough — Palmer AK

Montgomery County Emergency Communication District — 

Conroe TX

Prince William County — Prince William VA

Routt County — Steamboat Springs CO

Skagit County — Mount Vernon WA

St. Johns County — Saint Augustine FL

Strathcona County — Sherwood Park AB Canada

Wasco County — The Dalles OR

Municipal
City of Alexandria — Alexandria VA

City of Bozeman — Bozeman MT

City of Brentwood — Brentwood TN

City of Burlington NC — Burlington NC

City of Clovis — Clovis CA

City of Hoover — Hoover AL

City of Largo — Largo FL

City of Lawrence — Lawrence KS

City of Leduc — Leduc AB Canada

City of Manteca — Manteca CA

City of Mobile — Mobile AL

City of Newport News — Newport News VA

City of Salinas — Salinas CA

City of Suffolk, Virginia — Suffolk VA

City of Temple — Temple TX

City of Victoria — Victoria TX

City of Westminster — Westminster MD

City of Wilmington — Wilmington NC

Denver Water — Denver CO

Town of Collierville — Collierville TN

Town of Dedham — Dedham MA

Town of Flower Mound — Flower Mound TX

Town of Lexington — Lexington MA

Town of York — York ME

URISA Government Agency Member Directory

RFP Distribution
URISA members, remember that 
URISA will distribute your RFP/RFQ 
announcements to our corporate 
and business members at no charge. 
Simply email your announcement 
to info@urisa.org (Subject: RFP 
Service) and we’ll send it right out 
for you!

mailto:info%40urisa.org?subject=


June 8-12, 2020 …. Postponed to 
June 7-11, 2021 
URISA GIS Leadership Academy
Minneapolis, Minnesota

NEW August 3-7, 2020 … 
Presented virtually
URISA GIS Leadership Academy
Presented virtually

August 17-21, 2020…Postponed 
to August 16-20, 2021 
URISA GIS Leadership Academy
Portland, Oregon

September 27-October 1, 2020…
Now presented virtually
GIS-Pro 2020

November 9-13, 2020……
Hopefully not changed!
URISA GIS Leadership Academy

St. Petersburg, Florida

March 15-18, 2021 
GIS/ValTech 2021 
New Orleans, Louisiana 

October 3-6, 2021
GIS-Pro 2021
Baltimore, Maryland

PRESIDENT:
Keri Brennan, GISP 
Indianapolis, Indiana

PRESIDENT-ELECT:
Kevin Mickey, GISP – The Polis Center-IUPUI, 
Indianapolis, Indiana

IMMEDIATE PAST-PRESIDENT:
Kim McDonough, GISP–Tennessee Department 
of Transportation, Nashville, Tennessee 

TREASURER:
Douglas M. Adams, GISP, ITIL–Department of 
Public Works, Baltimore County, Baltimore, 
Maryland

SECRETARY:
Bryan Townsend, GISP–York County, York, SC

THE GIS PROFESSIONAL
A publication of URISA

URISA
701 Lee Street, Suite 680

Des Plaines, IL 60016

Phone (847) 824-6300

Fax (847) 824-6363 

info@urisa.org

www.urisa.org

Submissions
Editor – Judy Colby-George, GISP, Spatial Alternatives, Yarmouth, ME

Managing Editor – Wendy Nelson, URISA

Disclaimer: The GIS Professional provides a venue for sharing ideas and opinions about topics 
of importance to the GIS community that are generally consistent with the views of URISA. We 
appreciate the contributions of all authors, while acknowledging that their views may not be 
entirely consistent with those of URISA and its affiliates. 

DIRECTORS:
Lynn Dupont, GISP, ASLA–Regional Planning 
Commission, New Orleans, Louisiana

Tom Fisher, GISP, AICP–Cuyahoga County, 
Cleveland, Ohio 

Susan Kamei—University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, California

John Nolte, GISP—Denver Water, Denver, 
Colorado

Michael (Glenn) O’Grady, GISP–Planning 
Commission Chairman, City of Encinitas, CA

Wendy Peloquin, GISP–GISinc., Jacksonville, 
Florida

Tammy Peterson–Solv3D Inc., Calgary, Alberta 
Canada

NON-VOTING BOARD MEMBER /CHAPTER 
DEVELOPMENT & RELATIONS COUNCIL 
CHAIR:
Ian Von Essen, GISP - Spokane, Washington

Mark Your COVID-19 
Disruptions Calendar!

connect
conversation and community connected by 

A 365 day online community, 
URISA Connect, to discuss 
areas of interest, explore 
solutions and talk over 
challenges with your peers and 
leaders in the profession. Have 
you connected yet?

mailto:info@urisa.org
http://www.urisa.org
mailto:jcg@spatialalternatives.com?subject=GIS%20Professional%20Submissions
mailto:wnelson@urisa.org?subject=GIS%20Professional%20Submissions
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